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iTimeKeep
Enter Time Directly from Your iPad or iPhone

Capture Time That Slips Away

Omega users can now enter their time on their iPad,
iPhone, or Android device*. The iTimeKeep app, by
Bellefield, lets you enter time from anywhere you are.
Visiting a client? Traveling out of town? In court? Just
take your iPad with you and never forget a minute of
billable time again. With iTimeKeep, you can enter
time directly from your iPad or iPhone and your entries automatically synchronize and register in Omega
Legal in real time.

Today’s attorneys work on the go—taking a call in the
car, reading email while at home or eating out—and
sometimes this billable time doesn’t make it back
to the office. iTimeKeep is conveniently with you,
wherever you are, so that you can be more productive
in capturing those smaller billable moments that tend
to add up quickly.
“iTimeKeep’s ease of use is beautiful and
the voice recognition on my iPhone 4S is
unbelievable. My time entries are more
descriptive and thus are more likely to get
approved by the billing review process instituted
by most large insurance company clients.”
David Schexnaydre, Founding Member, Pajares &
Schexnaydre, Attorneys at Law

View Your Database Securely
Cloud-based iTimeKeep applies multiple levels of
security to ensure that data is transferred safely
from one system to another. All communications are
secured with bank-grade security. And you can control
who can use iTimeKeep to access your database.

Omega
Access Your Matters Back at the Office
Your device has direct access to your matters database back at the office. Perform searches and pull up
your recent matters just as if you were sitting at your
desk.

Get Started Quickly
Setup for the integration is straightforward. Omega
clients simply download the iTimeKeep app from the
App Store and Omega sets up the integration on the
database back-end. You can offer iTimeKeep to all the
attorneys at the firm, or you can start with just a few
attorneys. You can always add additional seats at any
time. iTimeKeep has been designed with simplicity in
mind and you will find yourself using it every day.

Omega is a privately held Scottsdale-based company
that provides mid-to-large size law firms an integrated
financial and practice management software suite
that sets the standard for return on investment,
system performance and service. Since 1975, Omega
has been solving critical business issues for law
firms, improving their profitability, productivity and
efficiency.

Bellefield is a leading innovator in Legal Mobile
Technologies, bridging the gap between enterprise
software, mobile devices, and desktop applications.
*There is no separate iTimeKeep app for the Android. Rather, iTimeKeep is accessed via the device’s HTML5-compliant
web browser, such as Chrome or Safari. Bookmarking the
site creates an “app-like” icon on the device.
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